On-screen Camera

DESCRIPTION:
The optional on-screen camera includes a IP67 digital camera mounted above the cutting station and software embedded into the Park Soft OpCon on the Hypertherm EDGE Connect CNC control.

The camera enables the machine operator to easily and accurately align a program to any corner of a plate while watching the CNC control screen. A cross-hair is projected directly onto the camera image. The color of the cross-hair is even selectable - red, blue, yellow, green or OFF.

Pressing a soft key on the iPark Soft OpCon activates the full screen viewing when monitoring the cutting process is required. The cross-hair is automatically turned off.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
• Reduces scrap, reduces set-up time and increases productivity
• Enables one person plate alignment no matter the plate size
• IP67 rated protection from dust and water
• Embedded cross-hair is projected onto camera image
• Offers selectable cross-hair color - red, blue, yellow, green or OFF
• Soft key to switch to full screen when monitoring the cutting process
• Replaceable protective glass lens below camera